
Preparations for the Congress to be 
held from the 18th -21th of July in 
the mighty falls of Victoria at the 
Elephant Hills Resort are now in 
overdrive as most of the things 
have been completed. 

This year the Institute will be 
celebrating its 95 years of 
existence with a Congress under 
the theme: Igni t ing Global  
Relevance and Competitiveness 
through Sustained Recovery and 
Growth. Mashonaland District 
Society of Chartered Accountants, 
organizers of this year's event are 
putting together an exciting 
programme and have lined up 
impressive speakers from diverse 
areas of specialization.

As a result of increased participants, the Institute 
advised members in a statement released last week In a statement the ICAZ Chief Executive Officer, 
that both the Charter and the second flight are fully Mattts Kunaka expressed his excitement for the 
booked.enthusiasm expressed by members who will be 

participating at this year's Congress. 
 “We made frantic efforts to secure a bigger second 
flight but due to circumstances beyond our control, “It is always impressive and gratifying to witness an 
we could not get it. Despite this, we are still engaging increased number of participants at a time when we 
Air Zimbabwe for a possible solution to the are celebrating 95 years of excellence” has said. He 
challenge. In the meantime those who are still added that the increased number was also an 
interested to be part of this thunderous event are still indication of the benefits derived by members from 
most welcome but they will have to plan to use their attending such an important event on the ICAZ 
own transport if these latest efforts fail” said Kunaka.Calendar. 
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The Institute would like to convey its special However, being cognisant of the liquidity crunch, 
gratitude to the sponsors who have already come on such kind of generous support should be welcomed 
board as plans to celebrate 95 years reaches high with all hands” he said.
pitch. 

“Although no amount of words can actually express 
In a statement, ICAZ Chief Executive Officer alluded our appreciation, it is to our expectation that 
the success of this event to the continued support sponsoring our  95th Congress  will open floodgates 
received from sponsors and other stakeholders. of opportunities for your organisation given the 

quality of  audience and the impact the profession 
“The Institute is extremely thrilled by the support it has on the national arena”  said Kunaka
continuously gets from corporates whenever it hosts 
certain events such as Golf Day and Business Please find a list of our 2013 Congress Sponsor to 
Forums among others.  date on page 3.

…as corporate sponsors come on board 

Victoria Falls, venue for the 2013 ICAZ Congress

In our continued efforts to improve on service However, the lines that we have always had and are 
delivery and accessibility by stakeholders, the in good working order are:
Institute has acquired new switchboard lines which +263-4-252672,
are as follows: +263-4-707369,
+263-772192058, +263-4-707670 and 
+263-772192059, +263-4-707603.
+263-772192060 and 
+263-772192061.

Institute acquires new switchboard lines

want to keep posted on the latest institute news, event and updates? visit www.icaz.org.zw 
or like us on     https://www.facebook.com/OfficialICAZ and follow us on      @OfficialICAZ



In this edition we will briefly look at some of presenters and their Topics, however in our exclusive Congress 

Newsletter, we will be taking an in-depth look at each and every presenter.

2013 Congress Who is Who

Title: CEO AfrAsia Bank
Topic: Theme Speaker: Igniting Global 
           Relevance and Competitiveness 
           through Sustained Recovery 
           and Growth

Title: Group Chief Executive of 
         African Sun Limited 
Topic:  Guest Speaker at the Gala Dinner

Title: Director General of the Standards Association of 
          Zimbabwe and Chairperson of ZEC and Institute of Directors. 
Topic: The future of Manufacturing Industry in Zimbabwe

Title: Executive Chairman of Mimosa Mining
Topic:  Leveraging on mining to 
            boost our GDP

want to keep posted on the latest institute news, event and updates? visit www.icaz.org.zw 
or like us on     https://www.facebook.com/OfficialICAZ and follow us on      @OfficialICAZ



ICAZ representatives attended the African PAFA, the Accountancy Bodies of West Africa 

Congress of Accountants conference held in Accra, (ABWA - made up of 15 African nations currently) 

Ghana last month under the theme Africa's remained intact and has been spearheading the 

Economic Growth, Accountability and Democracy.  region's influence in bodies like PAFA. Having 

The conference witnessed an increased growth in noticed this, we called for an urgent meeting of the 

number of participants from 600 witnessed last year Southern African PAOs to map the way forward on 

to over 900 who attended this year’s event. resuscitating our own regional body. The Lesotho 

PAO was tasked with leading this process. Updates 

The conference was organized by the Institute of on progress on this matter will be provided as and 

Chartered Accountants of Ghana on behalf of the when notable milestones are reached.

Pan-African Federation of Accountants (PAFA) as a 

meeting forum for the African Professional Second Tier Category Discussions

Accountancy Bodies. Subsequently the conference One of the issues which appeared very topical at the 

proffered an ideal platform for delegates to interact conference was on the presence of a second tier 

and share ideas on how to grow and strengthen the qualification for accountants other than the full CA or 

profession. Some senior International Federation of CPA. The presenter on the topic likened the current 

Accountants (IFAC) executives including the IFAC scenario of just having full CAs/CPAs, as a medical 

President (Warren Allen) attended the conference. profession which is simply run by doctors without 

any nurses to assist them. They highlighted that for 

The Presentation by Jonathan Nyamukapa on every CA, there should be at least 7 

Promoting Sustaining Public Accountability and registered/regulated accountants reporting to him. 

Tapiwa Njikizana on Building Capacity of SMPs The proficiency and professionalism of a CA/CPA, 

raised our bar as the Institute and successfully lifted was best highlighted where he relies on information 

the Zimbabwean Flag. Though we still feel like we coming from fellow regulated professionals. 

could have had more representation, we greatly Most of the recommendations that they made on this 

appreciated the efforts of the above given the limited matter were more or less to what ICAZ has already 

spaces that were available to be shared across the started implementing in the Articled Accountant 

whole continent. category.

Lessons Learnt In conclusion, it came to our realization that there is 

From this conference, we noted significant a need for ICAZ to constantly participate in these 

cooperation between the West African Professional regional events in order for it to be able to exert 

Accountancy Organization (PAO), something which influence in the region. Growing our membership 

we believe the Southern African Region can take a (through both the CAZ and the AA qualification) can 

leaf from. Of great significance was the fact that be of great assistance towards getting us an 

while 'we' dissolved ECSAFA upon the launch of automatic seat on PAFA.

Report on the ACOA Conference 2013 
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CONGRESS 2013

ZB Financial Holdings 

Grant Thornton Camelsa 

Old Mutual

Ernst & Young

CBZ Holdings Limited

Platinum Category

CONGRESS 2013

PricewaterhouseCoopers

BDO Zimbabwe

OK Zimbabwe

KPMG

Deloitte

Gold Category

CONGRESS 2013

Zimnat Lion

Astra Holdings Limited

Pelhams Limited

Delta Corporation Limited

AMG Global Zimbabwe

Schweppes Zimbabwe Limited

MBCA Bank Limited

Tongaat Hulett Zimbabwe

Masimba Holdings 

Silver Category

At the time of going to print the following 

organization had confirmed their 

participation through sponsorship.

The PAFA AGM was held just after the ACOA last automatic seats awarded based on the size of the 

month and this saw the appointment of Dr. Musa J PAO's membership),Rwanda, Lesotho, Liberia got 

Assad (Tanzania) as the new President of PAFA seats by appointment; while the Northern and 

succeeding Rtd Major General Sebestian Achulike Central regions were still to appoint their 

Owuama (Nigeria). Ms Asmaa Resmouki from representative. 

Morocco was appointed as the new Deputy 

President of the board. Concern was raised at the apparent neglect of the 

francophone countries in the general deliberations 

The ten board members were two from SA, two from of PAFA, an area that the incoming president 

Nigeria and one from Kenya (these were the five committed himself to address.

PAFA elects new Leadership

Your opinion matters!

dillonk@icaz.org.zw

We would love to hear your feedback and comments 
regarding this and other publications by ICAZ. 
Please feel free to email your opinions to 
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